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General Manager, Standards 
Australian Maritime Safety Authority 
GPO Box 2181  
Canberra, ACT 2601 
 
Email: consultation@amsa.gov.au 
 
 
Consultation - Proposed (Phase 1) Changes to Crewing Provisions - Marine Order 504 
(Certificates of operation and operational requirements – national law) 2018. 
 
The WA Fishing Industry Council (WAFIC) is the peak industry representative body for the 
commercial fishing, pearling and aquaculture industries in Western Australia. In total our 
membership covers over 1200 vessels and 4,000 individuals and the industry produces in excess 
of $800 million GVP per annum. 
 
This submission is responding to the public consultation process entered into by AMSA on 15 
November 2022 seeking response to the proposed changes (Phase 1) to Marine Order 504 
(Certificates of operation and operational requirements - national law) 2018. 
 
This submission follows the summary of proposed key changes as per the AMSA consultation 
page and is the result of a co-ordinated process across our industry (managed by WAFIC).   

1. Structural changes to clarify Marine Order 504, Schedule 1, clause 6 - ‘Resources and 
Personnel’ 

WAFIC notes and supports the structural changes proposed for Schedule 1, clause 6 ‘Resources 
and Personnel’ to improve the overall structure and readability of this clause. 

2. Amending the crewing provisions to ensure alignment with the certificate of 
competency arrangements in the new MO505 and simplifying the minimum crewing 
requirements table format 

WAFIC notes the new MO505 will commence on 01 January 2023 and now includes a Master 
<100m (NC) certificate of competency which allows the holder to command domestic commercial 
vessels that are less than <100m and <3000GT.  

WAFIC supports the proposed change to MO504 inserting a new clause ‘6C Appropriate crewing 
for vessels ≥80m or ≥3000GT or ≥3000kW’ to prescribe that the owner of a vessel ≥80m or 
≥3000GT or ≥3000kW apply to AMSA every five years for an assessment of appropriate crewing 
for the vessel.  WAFIC supports the common-sense recommendation that an application for an 
appropriate crew assessment by AMSA is made at the same time as the issue or reissue of a 
certificate of operation for the vessel. 
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WAFIC supports the updated format, nomenclature and supporting notes to the ‘minimum 
crewing table’ (Schedule 1, clause 6(4)) to improve clarity and ease of understanding. This is 
especially the case with the introduction of the total crew, master and engineer columns to ensure 
that the requirement for an engineer to be onboard the vessel is clear.  

WAFIC recommends that a vessel’s ‘minimum crewing level’ (as per Schedule 1, clause 6(4)) can 
also be it’s ‘appropriate crewing level’ where the vessel’s risked-based SMS is complete and 
demonstrates it can meet the fatigue management requirements set out in consultation papers 
and discussed in item 3 below. 

3. Ensuring fatigue is considered in determining crewing levels 

WAFIC supports the emphasis included in MO504 that the risk of fatigue of the master and crew 
must be taken into consideration when completing an assessment to determine the risk-based 
‘appropriate crewing levels’ and that fatigue mitigation plans are included in the safety 
management system for a vessel’s operation.  

WAFIC notes the addition of a definition for the term ‘rest’ has been added to MO504 to provide 
clarity as to what is considered ‘rest’ for the purpose of this instrument. WAFIC supports the 
recommended definition in Section 15 that ‘rest’ be defined as ‘a period of time when a person is, 
except in the case of emergency, free of all duties and functions’. 
 
WAFIC strongly supports the concept of a stand-alone fatigue management plan for each vessel, 
set out with the vessel’s SMS, rather than a prescriptive regulatory requirement. This will provide 
industry with the flexibility to account for the diverse range of vessels and varying needs of 
operations. 
 
Having said this, WAFIC does support the addition of a condition to restrict a vessel from 
operating with its ‘minimum crew’ complement if the vessel does not provide (in its SMS) at least 
10 hours ‘rest’ in each 24-hour period to the master and each crew member. We note and 
support this is not requiring a ‘continuous’ 10 hours rest. 
 
WAFIC accepts effectively this means where a vessel’s SMS cannot provide at least 10 hours 
rest in each 24-hour period, the vessel will be unable to operate with the ‘minimum crewing level’ 
(as per the table in MO504) and will need to complete a risk-based assessment to determine the 
‘appropriate crewing level’ for the vessel’s operations so as to provide adequate rest.  
 
The MO504 arrangements should retain certain provisions to sensibly cover situations that do not 
prevent a vessel from transiting to shelter or port for safety or related reasons. 

4. Ensuring that the vessel risk assessment, including the appropriate crewing 
determination, is accessible to crew and enforcement personnel and that the master and 
crew are consulted in the risk assessment process 

WAFIC supports the proposed inclusion of an amendment to Schedule 1, 2(2)(d)(i) to ensure that 
a vessel’s risk assessment and SMS, including the ‘appropriate crewing’ determination, is readily 
accessible to the master and crew. We agree this will enhance the understanding of the 
established practices and procedures included in these documents for all involved with operating 
the vessel, improve communication channels and lead to better safety outcomes. 

WAFIC also notes references later in the consultation documentation to the proposed 
amendment to para 4(3)(e) and to Schedule 1(1)(3) to include ‘if reasonably practicable to do so 
given the size and use of the vessel’. 

We do highlight that this ‘access’ should not always be while at sea because it is not ‘reasonably 
practicable to do so’. It is often very difficult for some small, inshore operators to be able to 
effectively secure multiple documents (and withstand water ingress) onboard in suitable condition 
to present. In most of these circumstances the vessel is usually in a daytime, port-port operation 
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which would allow ease of access by crew to the required documentation at their shore base 
before putting to sea or upon return to port. WAFIC would support that in these circumstances 
this form of flexibility be included in the guidelines for holding documentation. Larger vessels with 
greater capacity to store and resist water ingress would of course be able to meet the proposed 
condition with greater success.  

Similarly, WAFIC understands the compliance benefits behind the proposed amendment to 
Schedule 1, 2(2)(d)(ii) to require the risk assessment, including the appropriate crewing 
determination, to be presented upon request to the National Regulator or marine safety inspector. 
For exactly the same reasons as above, WAFIC will support that in some operational 
circumstances some form of flexibility is included in the compliance inspectorate guidelines. 

WAFIC supports some additional wording to the proposed condition in Schedule 1, clause 2(2)(a) 
by including ‘initial risk assessment’ for any vessel to be prepared in consultation with the master 
and crew of the vessel at that time and ‘at the time of any review of that risk assessment.’ This 
slight change in condition saves constant review/change of a successful and safe SMS every 
time a crew member comes onto the vessel. The long history of WA workplace safety regulation 
has required the practice of involving the owner, master and crew in development and review of 
workplace safety measures and SMS and inducting a new crew member to the existing SMS.  

WAFIC acknowledges this provides an opportunity for those who are working on the vessel to 
impart their knowledge and experience into the process, providing for a more robust risk 
assessment. 

5. Adding more specific onboard training and drill requirements for emergency 
procedures and associated record-keeping requirements 

As mentioned earlier, the long history of workplace safety regulation in WA has required the 
practice of involving the owner, master and crew in the development/review of workplace safety 
measures, the SMS and the induction of a new crew member to the existing SMS. This has also 
included the need to develop emergency procedures and practice these procedures through 
regular drills throughout a season or when a new crew member comes aboard. 

WAFIC therefore supports the proposed amendment to require onboard training for emergency 
procedures to cover each of the procedures in the emergency plan as listed in Schedule 1, 
subclause 2(8)(3). We note this list includes, but is not limited to, fire, person overboard, medical 
emergency, loss of steering and how and when to use of the vessel’s lifesaving equipment. 
WAFIC would suggest “abandon ship” be added as a noted procedure in Schedule 1, 2(8)(3). 

Once again workplace safety regulations have also required recording of induction training and 
emergency drills so WAFIC supports this proposed amendment. Industry is regularly advised to 
record training and drills in the same manner as those for the vessel log. 

6. Strengthening the designated person provision to ensure clear and direct reporting 
pathways for the escalation of issues Schedule 1, 4(2) 

WAFIC notes the proposal to make some changes to the designated person provision to ensure 
that the designated person can provide a stronger link between the entity and those onboard and 
ensure that the designated person can be relied upon to provide a direct reporting pathway to the 
highest levels of the entity responsible for the operation to escalate safety concerns and issues. 

We note the designated person(s) provision will be amended to clarify that more than one person 
can hold the position of designated person for a vessel. 

The designated person(s) will also be required to be contactable by the Master and crew.  
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In the case of a Class 3 fishing vessel, in the majority of cases, the designated person will also be 
the owner and master operating a single vessel in a family business. In these cases, shore-based 
family/staff are in regular satellite voice or email contact, radio or telephone depending on 
distance from shore and length of operation. Decision-making levels within these small 
businesses are ‘flat’ and access to a direct reporting pathway to the highest levels of the entity 
responsible for the operation to escalate safety concerns and issues are obvious. 

In a company fleet situation the proposed changes to the designated person arrangements make 
sense and are supported. 

7. Clarifying the requirement that lifejacket wear must be addressed in the vessel’s risk 
assessment and written procedure in the safety management system 

The WA fishing, pearling and aquaculture industry were strong supporters for lifejacket wear to 
be addressed in the individual vessel’s risk assessment and a written procedure be included in 
the safety management system.  

WAFIC supports the proposed change for Schedule 1, 2(3)(d) to require all vessel owners and 
operators to identify in their SMS (through inclusion of a written procedure) under what situation 
and conditions a lifejacket must be worn by any person on board the vessel. 

Some of the WAFIC members operate as charter vessels at times and the amendments to 
Schedule 1,7(6)(b) & 7(6)(baa) are supported requiring that these vessels’ SMS must include 
safety induction processes for passengers and include guidance on the wearing of lifejackets. 

8. Keeping a copy of the vessel’s safety management system onboard and onshore 

WAFIC reiterates our earlier position that it is not always ‘reasonably practicable’ to keep the 
vessel SMS readily available and accessible onboard the vessel. On this basis WAFIC supports 
the proposed amendment to ensure that there is another copy of the vessel’s SMS available to 
regulatory authorities in the circumstances where it is demonstrably ‘not reasonably practicable’ 
that the SMS documentation is available on-board. WAFIC supports that the SMS documentation 
that is required to be kept onboard and onshore can be an electronic version. 

The balance of the proposals contained in the guidelines and draft MO505 are supported. 
 
We thank you for the opportunity to respond. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
 
Darryl Hockey 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
 


